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In a popular quantum nechanics textbook one reads •.• "If we have 

sate indications that classical wave theory is macroscopically correct, 

it j.s nevertheless clear that on the microscopic level only the corpus

cular· theory of light is able to account for typical absorption and 

scattering phenorrena such as the photoelectric effect and the Conpton 

effect, respectively_ One IruSt still ascertain how the photon hypothesis 

may be reconciled with the essentially wave-like phenarena of interference 

and diffraction ••• 111 , and in another " ••• We have, on the one hand, the 

phenorrena of interference and diffraction, which can be explained only 

on the basis of a wave theory; on the other, phenorrena such as photo

electric emission and scattering by free electrons, which shaY that 

light is coIipJsed of small ~cles. 112 

Recent considerations, however, have called into question whether 

or not actual experinents have unarrbiguously established a particle 

nature for photons. Thus, the observations usually thought to do so 

- those of the photoelectric effect, 3 the Conpton effect, 4 spontaneous 

emission, 5 and the Lamb shift 5 -- can all be predicted semiclassically 

with surpri Sing accuracy. A particle nature for photons is apparently 

not required for the description of these experi.neUts; they may be 

described with photons acting solely as waves. These results are indeed 

surpris ing, since photons are the s:i.rrplest and presumably the best under

stood elerrentary particles. Naturally, it is highly desirable to exper

irrentally derronstrate unarrbiguously their particle-like behavior. 

Wlat is the simplest and Jrost conspicuous difference between 

particles and waves? It is evidently the fact that only particles are 

localizable to arbitrarily small volurres. A quantum Irechanical descrip

tion of electromagnetic radiation predicts photon localization through 

the"collapse" of a photon's wave function, which occurs ~ the result of 

position neasurerrent. This collapse is foreign, havever, to classical 
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waves, and neither semiclassical theories nor any other linear classical

wave picture predict a localization of photons to di.nensions smaller than 

the size of their classical interference patterns. 

It nust be recognized that any theory in whim the radiation field 

is to be described specifically by the classical Maxwell's equations, will 

yield predictions which violate the observed polarization correlation of 

atonic-cascade photons. 6 It may be possible, perhaps, that there are 

classical-wave theories not describable by Maxwell's equations, to whim 

the arguerrents of Ref. 6 do not apply. The follCMing discussion applies 

to any linear classical-wave theory of electranagnetic I radiation. 

It is the purpose of thi-s paper to first review various experirrents 

which suggest a localization of photons, and shCM that they are not in 

ooriflict with a sinple wave description. Included are the Compton effect, 

. and the photon angular cx:>rrelations in TTO and/or positronium ~ 2 y decays~ 

Next we discuss Lamb and Scully's semiclassical treatrrent of the photo

electric effect, and describe a situation in which its predictions are in 

cx:>nflict with those of a usual quantum rrechanical treatrrent of the electro

magnetic field. The difference is found in the localizability of electro

magnetic emissions. Finally the requirerrents for a conclusive experirrent 

are derived, and existing experirrentaltests are reviewed but fol..U1d in

conclusive. A distinguishing experinent to actually derronstrate this 

particle-like localization is currently being perfonred at this laboratory. 

Correlation Experinents 

When one is asked to think of processes in which photons act as 

localized particles, those of positronium annihilation, TTO ~ 2y, and 

Ccrcptan scattering irmediately carre to mind. In these, the detection of 

ay-ray (or an electron in the case of Canpton scattering) localizes the 

temairring y-ray. Since the y' s may be emitted with a spherically 

syrmetric distribution, it seems that these experirrents locate them to a 

volune Imlch smaller than the size their classical interference patterns. 

'!he follCMing sinple oonsideration shCMs that this is not the case. 

Ccnsider a Gedankenexperirrent in which a positronium atcxn is cx:>nfined in 

the x direction to a dirrension b.x, perhaps by a system of slits as is 

shown in Figure 1. The m:::mentum of the atcxn in the x direction is thus 

rendered uncertain by an aIrOilllt b.p ~ h/b.x. x 

.... 
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SUppose now that the atan decays into two y-rays, and one of these 

is detected by a detector subtending an infinitesimal solid angle, and lo

cated on the -z axis. '!he stnn of the x cx:mpon~ts of the y m::menta must 

be uncertain by the same anount ~Px' thus the, y' s will not .be exactly 

oollinear. If the m::>I'lEIltum of the first y is denoted by p the m::rrentum 
" y 

of the seCX)nd Y will have a distribution of· angles with respect to the z 

axis.' The beam width will thus be, 

Next let us consider the above process view'ing the y' s as waves. 

'!he Positronitnn atom with transverse di.nension d = t.x criherently radiates 

the seoond y-ray. The classical-wave picture suggests that the radiation 

may be sent out in a beam with width t.Sser ~ A/d where A:- h/py is the 

,ray's wavelength. '!his "diffraction limit" is characteristic of any 

linear wave theory. The semiclassical beam width is thus given by 

t.s~ ~ h/ (Pyllx). Corrparing this with the previous result, we find equal 

m:i.ni.num beam widths in both descriptions. Thus a particle picture and 

a classical wave picture both predict that the 2y' s will be found collinear 

only to the sane angular precision. The predictions for this experirrent 

are then consistent with a semiclassical theory in which the atom sends 

out thin diffraction limited beams of classical waves - not particles! 

A similar analysis applied to Compton scattering achieves the sarre ... 
result. SUch an analysis has in fact been carried out in detail by 

SchrOdinger and Gordon 4 who present a semiclassical theory which predicts 

identically the results of the usual quantum rrechanical treatrrent of the 

radiation field for the y-ray' s wavelength shift and electron recoil dir

ection, and to a close approximation the y-ra;y intensity dependence. It 

is ooncei vahle that the residual differences may be accounted for by 

higher order effects not included in these calculations, and/or the 

breakdc:Mnt ~ of Maxwell's theory inplied by Ref. 6. 

Photoelectric Effect, ~ la Lamb ruLd Scully 

Lamb and Scully have sha-m. for the sinple case of radiation propa

gating fran a source to a detector that both the wave and particle 

pictures can predict the same results for the photoelectric effect. 3 In 

the particle view' a source atom may emit a particle which then strikes 

an atan in the photocathode and ionizes it. (See Figure 2.) In the wave 
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vie\v a source atan may emit a spher icall y expanding wave which will have a 

certain probability for photoionizing any of the atoms- in the screen. 

Lamb and Scully show that in a semiclassical description the probability 

of a photoionization is proportional to the classical field intensity, 

and becames applicable without the time lag necessary for an accumulation 

of the classical field energy. Thus experirrEnts of this type may only 

establish the localization of photoionizations, not photons themselves. 

Wlen one vie.ws the source with two detectors preceded by different 

wavelength filters resonant to opposite wavelengths of a two-photon cascade, 

ooincidences are observed. Again both rrodels apply. From the particle 

view, two particles are emitted in sequence. In the wave vietl the 

observation of ooincidences implies that for a single photon the wave must 

nanifest itself as a short pulse (perhaps similar to the usual wave packet). 

Thus in a cascade two pulses are successively emitted, each with the 

appropriate wavelength. Indeed, the semiclassical theory of Jaynes, Crisp 

and stroud exhibits exactly this rrode1.5 

Suppose rrM that one places two detectors wi thin the interference 

pattern of a single photon pulse and employs two wavelength filters both 

:resonant to the sane transition, as is shCMIl in Figure 3. Here the 

similarity between the two viewpoints ends. A particle rrodel predicts 

that for each pulse only one photoelectron will be liberated at one of the 

detector photocathodes. Indeed this is the prediction by a quantum 

nechanical description of the radiation field. Von Neumann's reduction 

postulate requires' the photon wave function to "collapse II when one of the 

detectors responds. The probability of a second response at the other 

detector inTce:liately vanishes. In this way, energy conservation is assured. 

The oollapse dces not occur in a simple wave rrodel, however, since 

the wave-packet reduction is unique to quantum rrechanical systems. In-

deed, no classical process can be responsible for the oollapse when the 

arrivals of a given pulse at the two detectors have a space-like separation. 7 

Thus a classical pulse will be present sirmiLtaneously at both detectors, 

and there is a certain probability that photoelectrons will be sim.lltane

ously liberated at the photocathcrles of both detectors! This will be 

true evan though only one photoelectron is liberated per pulse on the 

average. Given an ensenble of idential pulses, for SC!l'e of these,rrore 

than one electron will be liberated, and for others, none will be liberated. 

• 
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'!hus there is a difference for this Gedankenexperinent between the 

predictions of the c:Cassical-wave and quantum rrechanical descriptions of 

the e1ectranagnetic field. Thefonner predicts -an "excess" coincidence 

rate for the two detectors. We shall consider the conditions necessary 

for an actual experimental test of this difference, and find that no 

distinguishing experinents have been ~rfonred so far. Before we do this, 

however, a digression is warranted concerning energy. conservation in this 

semiclassical scheme. 

Energy Corlservation in Semiclassical Theories 

A frequently voiced objection to Lamb and Scully's description of 

the photoelectric effect is that superficially it appears to violate 

energy conservation. Before condemriing the theory on this ground, however, 

one should carefully re-examine what energy conservation actually neans. 

In descriptions of the electromagnetic field two physically different 

neasUres of the field energy arise .. for a single photon. First there is 

the total classical energy as calculated from Maxwell's equations, thus 

Secorrl there is the energy-frequency relation given by . 

E = hv 
Q 

.. 

'lb be sUre, in a quantum field theory these are equal, but in a 

semiclassical theory this restriction does not hold. Thus if ever 

(1) 

(2) 

EC t- EQ applies, the conservation of at le:ast one of these is violated. 

Indeed the nonconservation of EC ocCUrs in a semiclassical description 

of the photoelectric effect. It is nest dramatically derronstrated by the 

process in which two photoelectrons are liberated fo1lawing a single 

atcmic decay. EQ is, havever, conserved for each individual process. 

But to dismiss semiclassical theories for this reason alone is 

prejudicial. Physics is an experinental science I and one ma.y argUe 

plausibility only on experirrfmtal grounds. W1at then is the experiJrental 

evidence for the equality of EC and EQ and for their simultaneous con

servation? Reasonably accUrate corrparisons of EC and EO have only been 
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made for average values of EC and EQ, (e.g. bolaretric rreasurerrents) 

\\hi.ch we have seen, can easily be accounted for by an appropriate 

statistical balance between processes in which several photoelectrons 

are emitted, and others in which none are emitted. Accurate wavelength 

canparisons for atomic systems (the Ritz corrbination principle) again 

can only test conservation of EQ for individual radiative transitions. 

A derconstration of point-wise conservation of EC rru.st corre from an 

analysis of experirrents of the type currently being discussed. 

Indeed the notion of statistical energy conservation was con

sidered earlier by Bohr, Krarrers, and Slater, 8 in response to Einstein's 

di~cussion of therrrodynamic equilibrium. 9 They theorized that energy 

is conserved only statistically in all radiative processes, but were 

forced to abandon this idea when Bothe and Geiger observed electron-

1 , , , 10 th l'ght y rcr:.mmtum corre atl.ons m Corrpton scattermg. In e present l 

we see that this dismissal nay have been premature. The straightfo:rward 

prediction by a semiclassical theory· pennits a classical-wave 

picture for both canpton and photoelectric effects, and employs statis

tical conservation of the classical field energy only for the latter 

process. 

Experinental Requirerrents 

W9 row discuss the necessary experirrental conditions for a 

realization of our Gedankenexperirtent to distinguish the semiclassical 

:&an the quantum rrechanical prediction. If E pulses per second are 

emitted per unit t.ime by a source,· and if p is the average probability 

per pulse that a photomultiplier will yield a count, then the count rate 

at that detector is S = Ep. In either theory we will have p = Q x L X·Q/41T 

where Q is the solid angle subtended by the detector, Q is the photo ... 

cathode quantum efficiency, and L represents other losses, either in the 

optics, electronmul tiplier or electronics. 

In this exr;:erirrent it is necessary to assure that both detectors 

are within the interference pattern of a given pulse, and are equally 

illuminated by it. The easiest way to do this is to use a beam splitter 

as is sho,.m in Figure 3b. That this will occur is evidenced by the fact 

that transmitted and reflected components of a single photon can be 

made to interfere. (e.g. in a Michelson interfercrreter.) All photons will 

-then have approximately the sane probability for generating a count 

at either detector. 'rhus the expected excess coincidence rate predicted 

".. 
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by a c1assical-wave theory is given approxiriate1y by 

(3) 

Assuming negligible detector dark rates, the accidental coincidence 

• background rate from which C ImlSt be distinguished is 

.. 

the 
where T is the . resolving tine o~ system. 

i One can now calculate the 

tine required to neasure to a precision of N standard deviations the 

difference between the excess ooincidence rate given by (3) and the 

zero excess rate predicted by quantum mechanics. Doing this we obtain 

which in the 1ilnit of high source rates takes the fonn 

Measured detector efficiences in cascade experinents enp10ying 

fast optics, and the nost nodern photomultiplier tubes and electronics 

typically yield valuesl2 p ~10-3. For equation (3) to apply, T may 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

not be shortened to less than the length of a given pulse, which is 

presumably the order of the atcmi.c state 1ifetine (~5nsec. for typical 

al1aved atcmic transitions). Taking N = 5, we see from equation (6) 

with the above paraneters that a total integration tine of T=l second 

suffices • 

Experirrent of Adam, Janossy and Varga 

"" " In 1954 Adam, Janossy, and Varga perfor:ned an experirrent, to search 

for an effect silnilar to the one discussed above. 13 Their experirrent is 

frequently referenced in discussions of the wave-particle par~x.14 As 

the on1 Y existing test of this aspect of photon localization, it is ~rth

while to examine i t carefully. 

Figure 4 reproduces a diagram of their experiIrent. In it they 

selected the light of a single spectral line with a nonochrorreter, and 
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focused it through a beam splitter onto ~ photanultipliers operating 

in coincidence. 

110~ 'lhey assurred their detector efficiency to be p = 1/300. With a 

resolving tine L = 2.3j.isec (good by 1954 standards) one calculates fran 

(6) T = 20.7 sec for N = 5. They clairced thus to be able to easily 

detect the expected excess ooincidence rate, if present. 

Ha.vever, their efficiency p = 1/300 is the efficiency for detection 

of tilotons in a beam, not that for wave-like pulses emitted spherically 

by the source. Their use of this value ignores the serious loss in ef

ficiency suffered because of the narrow acceptance solid-angle of their 

nonochrorrEter. Conservatively estimating fran their diagram this additional 

loss of efficiency to be 1/400, their actual detector efficiency for wave 

like pulses was undoubtedly less than 8.3 x 10-6, in which case there

quired integration ti.rtl= for even N = 1 becares T:::! 1. 3 x 105 sec. This 

is an order of magnitude longer than the duration of their experizrent. 

Thus the experiment of Adam, Janossy and Varga a!;lpears to be considerably 

less conclusive than has usually been assuned. 

It is noteworthy that similar experirrents -- those rreasuring the 

Brown-Twiss effect -- accept light within only very small solid angles 

from the source, and thus areinapplicable for the sarre reason. M:>reover 

the excess coincidence rate predicted by a semiclassical theory should be 

easily distinguishable from that of the BrONn-Twiss effect. The latter 

occurs only for small detector solid angles with the exCEtss coincidence 

rate varying with the square of the excitation rate. "!he excess coincidence 

rate predicted by a semiclassical theory, on the other hand will occur anl Y 

at large detector solid angles, am will vary linearly with excitation rate. 

'Conclusions 

The rrost conspciuous difference between particles and waves is that 

only particles may be localized. In the foregoing discussion we have in

dicated that there is apparently no existing experirrental result which 

requires photons be viewed as particles. Any linear classical-wave 

description of the photoelectric effect, though, does lead to an ex-

~irrentally observable distinction bebveen its predictions in which 

photons are not localized, and those by a quantum rrechanical treatrrent 

in which they are. An experinEIltal test is currently in progress at 

this laborato~. 

/I' 
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'lhese experirrental results, in addition to their relevance to the 

foundations of quantum mechanics and to a consideration of semiclassical 

radiation theories, will be significant in an~er respect. They are 

related to experircents which seek to detennine whether or not '"'nature may 

be viewed objectively. It seems reasonable to assurre that photons objec

tively exist, propogate, and in so doing carry infonnation independently 

of external observers. Havever, extensions of Bell's theorem have 

sho.vn that . any objective rrode~' of nature· must be in" conflict with' the quantum 

nechanica1 predictions for suitably devised polarization correlation 

experinents. 15 Since fully conclusive experinents are presently tech

nologically difficult (due to low available polarizer and/or photo 

detector efficiencies), conclusions drawn from present experinental 

results have had to rely. upon additional assl.llTptions concerning the 

behavior of photons. One of these assumptions is that photons may be 

described as localized particles. The arove experinental results may 

thus lend additional support for the experinental evidence found by 

Freedman and Clauser16 against such node1s • 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 

Schene for attenpti.ng to localize a Y-ray to a volurre smaller 

than its classical interference pattern. A positroniurn. atom is confined 

in the x direction by slit system to a dine1sion IJ.x, and the annihila

tion quanta are detected by detectors 1 and 2. 

Fig. 2 

Conparison of wave and particle views of the photoelectric effect. 

In the particle view a particle-like y has a certain probability for 

striking any of the atoms in the photocathode. In the collision there is a 

certain probability for the ejection of a photoelectron. In the wave 

view, a wave impinges upon all of the atoms in the photocathode, and 

the :resultant oscillating electric field has a certain probability for 

IiIDtoionizing any of . them~ 

Fig. 3 

Exper:i.nents to distinguish between semiclassical and quantum _ 

nechanical predictions of photoelectric effect.· (a) Two detectors are 

placed within the interference pattern of a single photon and coincidences 

are sought. (b) Alternative scherre which assures equal illimination of 

both detectors. Schene (a) localizes photons in the e and 4> coordinates, 

while (b) localizes them in the radial" coordinate •. 

Fig. 4. 

Optical system of AcMm, J&lossy and Varga. Light from source 

F is focused through a nonochrareter on photoIrultipliers ~ and ~ via 

beam splitter T. (Figure after hMm, J&lossy and Varga). 

I 
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